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replaced by some other form of connection. It is evident from the figure, for instance, that disk portions taken at the gorge of the hyperboloids of revolution are approximately cylinders, which are the basic forms of ordinary spiral gears.
A very complete discussion of skew bevel-gears may be found in Reuleaux's "Constructor."
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222. Spiral Gearing.* —If line contact is not essential there is much wider range of choice of gears to connect shafts which are neither parallel nor intersecting. -•! and />\ Fig. 228, are axes of rotation in different planes, both * planes being parallel to the paper. Let KF and 1A Gil be cylinders on these axes, tangent to each other at the point S. Any line may now be drawn, in the plane which is tangent to the two cylinders, through $ cither between A and B or coinciding with either of them. This line, say I)S, may be taken as the common tangent to helical or screw lines drawn on the cylinders KP and (///; or helical surfaces may be formed on both cylinders, AS' being their common tangent at 5. Spiral gears are thus produced. Kach one is a portion of a many threaded screw. The contact in these gears is point contact; in practice the point of contact becomes a very limited area.
For the sake of simplicity the special cast1 of spiral gears with axes at 90° will be considered first. The term helix angle is here taken (as in the treatment of all other screws) as meaning the angle of the mean helix with a plane which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Throughout the discussion the subscript i is used in reference to the driver and the subscript 2 in reference to the follower. »
*See further "Worm and Spiral Gearing/' by F. A. Hulsoy. Van Nontrand Science Series. Also "Worm Gearing" by II. K, Thomas, McGraw-Hill Book Company.

